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ABAP Programming - ABAP Programming Tutorial - SAP Online Training

Learn about ABAP programming for FREE, SAP online training, FREE ABAP Tutorial and other technical
SAP issues.

Sept. 16, 2009 - PRLog -- Dear SAP enthusiasts,

My name is Sam and I just want to share to you my new blog about SAP and especially about ABAP
programming, first I thought about using this blog as my online documentary for all of my findings, lessons
learned, and other tips that I come across while surfing on the Internet, it's just that I used to forgot about
things, so I hope by creating this blog I can be more organized and faster in doing and completing my job.

Okay you might think that oo this guy is probably an expert, well I don't want to label my self as an expert
because I want to learn as much as I could to be a good abaper, I'd rather be a media core abaper but
learning many new things everyday, instead of being an expert labeled abaper and don't care about
improving and learning new things anymore.

What I can tell you is that during my 6 years of programming experiences, I found ABAP programming to
be very challenging and fun in some ways, to be a part of this SAP circle really put my focus back on track,
I can meet a lot of helpful professional abaper, functional analyst that have been teaching me a lot of things
that are very valuable in my career.

So let's learn ABAP together and be a good ABAPER that could contributes BIG IMPACT in our
companies.

Please visit my blog below and let's grow together.

http://www.freesaptutorial.com

Sincerely,
Samuel I

--- End ---
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